Abstract
Introduction

26
Snow is a cohesive granular material and granular flows are often consid-27 ered to model dense avalanches of dry and cold snow (Hutter, 1996; Issler, 28 2003; Naaim and others, 2004) . Dry flowing snow is a granular polydis- 
where m 1 is the mass of fine particles and m 2 is the mass of larger par-
127
ticles. We carried out many laboratory tests by varying the ratio r between 
151
We systematically defined h as the mean value of the three maxima obtained in the following section.
157
The laser line allows us also to determine the locations of the front x f in 158 the channel and, consequently, the propagation speed of the granular front
159
(Lagrangian front speed), in want of the knowledge of the depth averaged flow 160 speed of the granular avalanche core at a given location X (Eulerian speed).
161
The point corresponding to the front position is the point downstream which 162 the laser line is not shifted and upstream which it is shifted. Fig. 3 gives 
166
The results about the influence of the ratio r on the front velocity u are 167 presented and discussed in the following section.
168
Parallel fringes, alternatively black and white, were projected on the gran- can be modelled by the following sinusoidal signal:
whereĪ(x, y) is the mean intensity of the signal, γ(x, y) the lightness 179 contrast at the point location (x, y), f 0 is the frequency linked to interfringe 180 and ϕ 0 the origin phase. The object signal can be modelled by the following 181 sinusoidal signal:
The phase difference ∆ϕ(x, y) between the two signals is directly propor-
183
tional to the local deviation of fringes δ(x, y):
It is possible to derive theoretically the proportionality coefficient relating 
where the four shifted images (φ 1 = 0, φ 2 = π/2, φ 3 = π, φ 4 = 3π/2) 207 are modelled by a sinusoidal signal:
The thickness is then directly proportional to the phase modulation tend to fall (percolation) and large grains tend to go toward the surface.
230
The present paper does not tackle the strickly speaking segregation pro- x-axis direction), (iv) the location where the deposit thickness is maximum. 
257
The deposit length is very sensitive to the ratio r. It displays a maximum 
For monodisperse dry granular flows down inclined planes, there exist a 
282
We may think it is caused by the very low value of the runout zone slope 284 angle (6 • ) in our experiments, which allows the large grains to come at rest.
285
Goujon and others (2007) investigated flows at higher slope angles on which 286 grains were less stable and they obtained a larger difference between the two 287 monodisperse deposits.
288
Thanks to the fringes projection technique, we could determine with ac- 
A similar approach was been recently proposed in (Staron and Lajeunesse, 
309
The fringes projection technique allows us to study other effects on the 310 deposit shape: the mean depth-profile, H, and the maximum height, H max ,
311
as well as the point location where the height is maximum,
height H is defined by:
where S is the area of the transverse section of the deposit at a given 314 abscissa x and S is the deposit width at the abscissa x. The height H 315 corresponds to the mean value in the transverse y-axis direction (Fig. 1) . If we neglect the changes in volume fraction (we will come back to this 326 point later in the paper), we can assume that the volume is constant because 327 we kept the total mass m constant. As the deposit width is independent of 328 in first approximation, inversely proportional to the deposit length L. This 330 result is displayed in insert in Fig. 8 .
331
In Fig. 6 is finally displayed the position of the maximum height, x[H max ].
332
The results are more scattered because this parameter is more sensitive to 333 experimental conditions. However, the curve (see the gray trend line reported 334
in Fig. 6 is very sensitive to r, and therefore to segregation effects. 
where n 2 is the number of large grains and n 1 the number of small grains.
346
They observed an increase in thickness of the top layer made of large grains 347 when increasing S g , and for S g = 3/4, the basal layer of fine grains was 348 shown to disappear. By analogy, we can define the dimensionless number 349 V g representing the volume proportion of large grains (1 mm glass beads): is necessary to exceed a given proportion in fine particles inside the mixture. kept the total mass constant (m=10 kg), we can deduce the volume fraction 388 evolution:
At constant total mass, the volume fraction is inversely proportional to As a first approximation, we can relate the total volume of the deposit to 414 its length L, its width and its mean thickness H x by the following equation:
where α is a shape coefficient linked to the deposit. The results show that finally, slightly increases at high r values.
441
In Fig. 9 is also shown the mean front velocity in the channel (defined in defined as:
We reported the value of the Froude number versus the ratio r in Fig. 9 .
453
The Froude number ranges from 5 to 9 in our tests with granular materials.
454
It corresponds to typical values for rapid snow avalanches (Issler, 2003) . The 
where unit force F , the fine particles but also the large grains contribute to friction 511 dissipations, which gives the following total dissipation: n 1 S 1 F + n 2 S 2 F .
512
Some calculations allow us to derive the ratio R f as a function of the 513 diameters ratio D, the density ratio χ = ρ 2 /ρ 1 and the mass proportion in 514 fine particles r:
Considering that χ = 1 (in our experiments), and that the value of D is 516 greater than 1, the ratio R f is necessarily smaller than 1. This prediction is model to predict it. We will come back to this value in conclusion.
550
5. Discussion and conclusion
551
The experiments described above show the strong influence of the bi- (maximum flow depth, the location of this latter on the main flow direction, 559 mean width) and (ii) the dynamics of the 2D, channelized, incident flow.
560
Apart from these results largely discussed in the paper, we close the paper Froude number of the incoming flow F r (diamond symbols in Fig. 9 ) and (ii) 569 the shape of the deposit that can be characterized by the ratio −1 = L/H x 570 (Fig. 11) . Then, a question arises: can we relate the ratio −1 to the Froude 571 number F r? Fig. 12 shows the ratio −1 , which will be named "deposit ity will be more and more enhanced when the ratio D will be higher. We 
